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COMBO LIGHT 2: LED rechargeable worklight in PC.
Hook and magnet

 8 003910 904453 >

Blister N/A N/A

2 in 1 work light, rechargeable. Super bright lantern 300lm + high power torch 170lm. Multifunction. With magnet and clip. IP54 waterproof

DATI TECNICI / SPECIFICATION / CARACTÉRISTIQUES / CARACTERISTICAS / SPEZIFIKATIONEN

Power supply: Batterie
Power supply included: Si
Power supply included: Yes
Type of power type: Trasformatore 220v +12v da auto
Battery (capacity mAh): Batteria ricaricabile
Battery technology: Litio
Light technology: Led smd
Power (W): 3w+2w
Lumen: 300+170
Colour: Yellow
Guarantee: 2 ANNI
Width (mm): 35
Depth (mm): 32
Height (mm): 180
Net weight kg): 0,215



DESCRIZIONE / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPCIÓN / BESCHREIBUNG

2 in 1 work lamp: the 300 Lumen 3W SMD lantern is a powerful white work light that serves to illuminate a large area; the LED flashlight
instead is equipped with 2w high power LED, ideal to use as a beacon to illuminate over long distances. Range up to 30 meters.
Rechargeable: the lamp integrates a 3,7V 2200mAh rechargeable li-ion battery (type 18650); it is supplied with 2 chargers (from 12V car
and from 220V home) for recharging. Autonomy: 5 hours (lantern); 9 hours (torch). Recharge in 3.5 hours. Magnet: the back of the lamp
mounts a strong magnet: it allows you to fix it on metal surfaces so as to leave your hands free to carry out other work. Clip: the lamp has
a clip that allows you to hang the lamp easily. Waterproof (IP54) and robust (IK07, polycarbonate body) it is comfortable to use. It can be
used both indoors and outdoors, for home, work, camping, in an emergency, in the car, garage, at work (electricians, mechanics, plumbers
..).

DATI LOGISTICI / LOGISTIC INFORMATION / DONNEES LOGISTIQUES / DATOS LOGÍSTICOS / LOGISTISCHE DATEN

Tipologia imballo: Blister
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